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INTRODUCTION
What Our Identity is ?
Yearn4Finance (A superior for everybody to get rich) is a
Blockchain innovation organization. Our central goal is to
quicken the mass appropriation of advanced resources by
connecting conventional and decentralized finance.

What is DeFi?
DeFi represents Decentralized Finance. It empowers a
worldwide, open option in contrast to each money related
assistance you use today — investment funds, credits,
exchanging, protection and the sky is the limit from there
— available to anybody on the planet with a cell phone
and web association.

The world's budgetary framework needs updating. During
a time of expanding globalization, cash moves despite
everything depend on obsolete inheritance frameworks.
Installment arrangements and budgetary administrations
require various mediators and are frequently siloed. Most
types of money are given and constrained by unified
governments.

Bitcoin vs. Traditional Finance
Ten years back Bitcoin developed as an option
worldwide installment framework. Its incentive is
genuinely basic: rather than the conventional
dependence on incorporated banks and outsiders,
Bitcoin gives a decentralized, open, and distributed
installment framework.

The Growth of Decentralized Finance (DeFi)

We predict a rising third stage, the Institutional
Phase, where Bitcoin is progressively held as an
advantage by monetary organizations, for example,
banks,

speculative

stock

investments,

annuity

reserves, sovereign riches reserves, blessing assets,
and others. For what reason would they hold Bitcoin?
It's a supporting instrument against the dangers
characteristic in unified fiat monetary forms,
obligation instruments, and values.
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This Institutional Phase ought to inevitably observe
even governments' national banks use Bitcoin as a
hold resource close by gold, fiat monetary standards,
obligation instruments, and so on. The development
of the Bitcoin biological system after some time has
converted into a gigantic increment in selection and
worth. Be that as it may, with everchanging exchange
charges, high unpredictability, long affirmation times,
and a deflationary financial model, Bitcoin stays a
superior store of significant worth than a money for
every day use.

TOKENOMICS

Token contract details:
The Yearn4 Finance token is built under the Ethereum Network
which makes it an ERC-20 token.
Total Supply: 30,000
Ticker name: YF4
Contract address:
0x38ACeFAd338b870373fB8c810fE705569E1C7225
Decimal: 18
Website: yearn4.finance

Private Sale:
We have a very detailed article on how we’ll run our private sale,
here’s the medium post:
https://medium.com/@yearn4.finance/yearn4-finance-3b7c06b8c0
76

Total Supply : 30000 YF4
Uniswap Pool Allocation: 15000 YF4
Private Sale Allocation: 15000 YF4
Estimation price: $ 5
1ETH = 89.02 YF4
Hard Cap : 168 ETH
Start Date : September 03, 2020
End Date : September 30, 2020 / Reach Hard Cap
# Send Minimum 0.1 eth to get 8.902 YF4, Maximum 10
eth to get 890.20 YF4, for Each transaction send ethereum
to address :
0xA5403B1849CD49e7C9df080993EFA829EcF8f624

TOKENS ALLOCATION

Total supply
: 30000 YF4
Private Sale
: 15000 YF4
Uniswap Pool : 15000 YF4

FUNDS ALLOCATION

Development
Listing
Team
Marketing

: 25 %
: 30 %
: 20 %
: 25 %

Exchange Listings:
We have plans to list of reliable and trusted crypto exchanges
once our token sale is completed or hits its softcap, we’ll first
get listed on Uniswap before considering other exchange
listings.

Here’s our listing target:
- UNISWAP
https://app.uniswap.org/#/swap?inputCurrency=0x38acef
ad338b870373fb8c810fe705569e1c7225
- P2PB2B https://p2pb2b.io/trade/YF4_ETH
- COINGECKO
https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/yearn4-finance
- COINMARKETCAP
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/yearn4-finance/
- IDEX - ON PROCESS
- COINTIGER - ON PROCESS
- HOTBIT - ON PROCESS
We also expect our price to increase high up to $1,000 +++.
The Platform is going to provide income generation
opportunities for the YF4 holders. Staking and lending
services will be built on our platform.

USE CASES

What is Crypto Staking?
Staking digital money implies you are holding cryptographic
money to check exchanges and backing the system. In return
for holding the crypto and fortify the system, you will get a
prize. You can likewise call the an enthusiasm (For YF4 you get
20% APR). With marking you can produce an automated
revenue by holding YF4. Other than that you get a prize, you
can win additional when the coin increments in esteem.
How does Yield 4 Finance Staking work?
It sounds basic; simply hold some YF4 and get a prize,
however there is much more included. With the Proof-of-Work
component, new squares should be dug for check of
transactions. Bits one of those coins. With the Proof-of-Stake
instrument, new squares are delivered and checked by staking.
This implies you needn't bother with uncommon PCs to take
care of troublesome mathematical questions, what the case is
with mining. Staking is about what number of coins you are
holding. The sum decides your prize. A client who has made
sure about to a greater extent a specific coin is bound to be
picked as the new square validator.

Other than the way that with staking, you offer help and
reinforce the system, it likewise builds adaptability.

Applications:
We offer Staking for our users and we have a dedication
wallet for staking.

Users can earn up to 20% APR on Staking YF4, we’ll release
an online wallet (web based), mobile wallet (it will be
available on android and ios )
Note : All Staking Deposits in YF4 and ETH from
Community Members will be added on Uniswap Pool and
Locked as Liquidity on Unicrypt.

Staking rewards

With the staking of cryptocurrency you will receive a reward.
This is usually a fixed percentage per year.
The percentage is an indication and could theoretically
change, for YF4 it is 20% Annually, but it might likely
change (increase), It is possible to receive rewards
individually or using a pool. In a pool, multiple coin holders
put their coins together to increase the chance of validating a
block. As a result, the revenues can also be higher.

What are the advantages of Staking YF4?
• More and more investors are choosing crypto staking
• Generate a passive income; holding YF4 is sufficient to
earn extra coins and you don’t have to trade (risky).
• Low entry; anyone can join and you don’t need much YF4
Tokens
• Simple and easy to use; our wallet has a very nice GUI
(Graphical User Interface) and its easy to use
• Energy efficient; staking YF4 is better for the environment
than mining

LENDING PLATFORM
What is Crypto Lending?
At the center of crypto lending is a genuinely straightforward
idea: Borrowers can utilize their crypto resources as security
to acquire a fiat or stablecoin credit, while moneylenders give
the benefits needed to the advance at a settled upon loan fee.
This can likewise work in the converse, where borrowers use
fiat or stablecoins as security to obtain crypto resources.

You'll probably see that there is nothing historic here — they
are essentially collateralized advances — yet credit and
lending are ground-breaking budgetary natives that open up a
wide scope of utilizations and advantages for organizations,
establishments, merchants and clients. Moreover, in the
developing DeFi space, this crude has been opened for
permissionless, open and composable lending access. This
prompts new use cases like streamlined rates across stages
and "blaze credits," in which a client can use nuclear
exchanges to get up to a stage's full liquidity as long as they
take care of it in a similar exchange .

LENDING INFOGRAPHICS

ROADMAP

DISCLAIMER
This document is created by the anonymous development
team behind Yearn 4 Finance. This document is to be used
exclusively for educational and informational purposes.
The contents in this whitepaper are not a financial promotion
or preposition. Statements, observations, analysis, and other
data present in this document are not intended to form a
foundation for an investment decision. None of the contents
of this whitepaper constitute an invitation to participate in
any investment activity.
This document is not to be understood as a prospect for
business, solicitation of investment, inducement, or offer for
an investment in a financial product, security, interest, or
assets. The information in this whitepaper is presented in
good faith, but no warranties, guarantees, or representations
are made by the Yearn4 Finance Team in regards to the
accuracy, completeness, or suitability of the information
within.
YF4 disclaims any and all responsibility, and recipients of
this document expressly waive any claim for direct or indirect
losses or damages of any kind arising from:

● Reliance on any information in this document.
● Any error, omission, or inaccuracy in the information.
● Any action resulting from reading this whitepaper
● Usage or acquisition of Yearn for Finance
Applications or products
● Negligence of the recipient
● Lack of care of the recipient
Yearn4 Finance reserves the right to update, modify, or
correct information in this white paper at its sole
discretion, without any forward notice or an obligation
or liability to provide such notice to any recipient of the
document.
This document is confidential and intended to be
viewed exclusively by select recipients authorized by
Yearn4 Finance. The document will not bind, convey
any rights, obligations, terms, performance, covenants,
representations or warranties on behalf of Yearn4
Finance to the Recipient, or create any relationship
between Yearn4Finance and any Recipient or any other
third party.
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OFFICIAL LINK YEARN4 FINANCE

Official Website:
https://yearn4.finance/

Official Twitter
https://twitter.com/yearn4finance

Official Medium Blog
https://medium.com/@yearn4.finance

Official Github
https://github.com/yearn4
Official Telegram Grop
https://github.com/yearn4

Official Email
admin@yearn4.finance

Official Logo
https://yearn4.finance/yearn4logo.pn
g

